
 

Just Cause 2 1.0.0.2 Update

Dec 23, 2020 - Just Cause 2 1.0.0.2 Update ->>->>>> just cause update 1.05<br> hitman
sniper just cause update<br> just cause update 1.04<br> just cause update<br> just cause

update 1.03<br> just cause update 1.02<br> just cause update 1.0<br> just cause
update<br> just cause update Update: Dec 28, 2015 Update: Dec 6, 2015 In this update:
1. Fixed a bug that could cause the program to crash when using certain mods. 2. fixed a

bug where using some mods like "Rainbows" or "Final Day" might not save data. 3. Fixed
a bug where using some mods such as "Machines" or "Tank's" might not save data. 4.
Fixed an issue where sound would not play in some cases. 5. Fixed a bug where some

maps could have unexpected memory lapses on first playthrough. 6. Fixed an issue where
some mods might not save data. 7. Fixed an issue where some of the "L" and "R" buttons

would not work. 8. Fixed a glitch where some items were missing when buying items from
a merchant on Rebirth Island. 9. Fixed a glitch where you could see the "wrong" message
on the loading screen. 10. Fixed an issue with displaying data after opening the loading

screen. 11. Fixed an issue where a player could die after jumping from a ship to an island.
12. fixed an incorrect transition between game locations. 13. Fixed a bug where the radio

sometimes didn't play when loading saved data. 14. Fixed a bug where sometimes the
radio would not play when loading saved data. 15. Fixed a bug where downloading saved

data sometimes did not play the radio. 16. Fixed a bug where downloading saved data
sometimes did not play the radio. 17. Corrected a bug where loading saved data sometimes
did not play the radio. 18. Fixed a bug where downloading saved data sometimes did not

play the radio. 19. Corrected a bug where sometimes the radio would not play when
loading saved data. 20. Corrected a bug where downloading saved data sometimes did not
play the radio. 21. Corrected a bug where downloading saved data sometimes did not play
the radio. 22. Corrected a bug where downloading saved data sometimes did not play the
radio. 23. Corrected a bug where sometimes the radio would not play when loading saved
data. 24. Corrected a bug where loading saved data sometimes did not play the radio. 25.
25. Corrected a bug where sometimes the radio would not play when loading saved data.

Fixed a bug where downloading saved data sometimes did not play the radio. 27.
Corrected a bug where downloading saved data sometimes did not play the radio. 28.

Corrected a bug where loading saved data sometimes did not play the radio. 29. Corrected
a bug where downloading saved data sometimes did not play the radio. 30. Corrected a

bug where downloading saved data sometimes did not play the radio. 31. 31. Corrected a
bug where sometimes the radio would not play when loading saved data.
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